**POWER CLEAN**

**Super Concentrated Solvent Detergent**

### Description of Product

*POWER CLEAN is a super concentrated solvent detergent.* POWER CLEAN is designed to meet the demands of all size laundries—from shirt laundries to the largest industrial plants.

### Where to Use

Especially effective on table linen when used with an alkali builder. POWER CLEAN is extraordinarily effective in shirt laundries—resulting in brighter whites. POWER CLEAN attacks tough grease and grime stains found in larger linen plants.

### Features

1. **POWER CLEAN** is a broad spectrum detergent very high in solvents and surfactants. Solvents used have a low environmental impact.
2. Can be used as a pre-spotter and in the washwheel.
3. **POWER CLEAN** is an excellent degreaser.
4. Safe on stainless steel and safe with most dyes.
5. Compatible with U.N.X. alkali builders and detergents.
6. **POWER CLEAN** has a lemony fragrance.

*For specific usage instructions, please contact your local U.N.X. Territory Manager.* After a comprehensive survey of your operation, a customized procedure will be developed.